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Abstract —This study presents a backside loading design
inductive tactile sensor with the monolithic integration of
thermometer. Based on the commercially available standard
complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process
(the TSMC 0.35µm 2P4M CMOS process) and the in-house
post CMOS processes, the sensing chip is designed and
implemented. The electrical connection is further achieved by
using the flip-chip bonding process, and hence the breakage
of bonding wires by the tactile load can be avoided. The
CMOS sensing chip consists of the magnetic sensing coil and
the polysilicon RTD (resistive thermal detector). Moreover,
a cavity is defined on the backside (silicon substrate) of CMOS
chip to act as a mold for the polymer filler as well as the
housing for the chrome steel ball contact interface. The tactile force will cause the polymer deformation and chrome steel
ball displacement, and further lead to the magnetic flux change on the sensing coil. Thus, the tactile force is detected by
the inductance variation of magnetic sensing coil on the CMOS chip. Moreover, the temperature variation is detected by
the resistance change of RTD thermometer, and the in-situ temperature monitoring during tactile loading is achieved. The
force response of the proposed tactile sensor and the temperature response of the thermometer have been characterized.
The influence of temperature variation on the tactile sensor has also been calibrated. Moreover, the characteristics of the
thermometer on sensing chip at different contact conditions are also investigated.
Index Terms — Micro tactile sensor, force sensor, touch sensor, inductive sensing, flip-chip bonding, CMOS.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

ACTILE sensing could provide various information during touch, for instance, the contact loads, the temperature
and texture of the contact surface, the hardness of contact
object, etc. In addition to image and inertial sensors, the tactile
sensors could also serve as the human-machine interface to
provide the contact information. Thus, tactile sensors can find
applications in various fields such as the industry robots [1],
medical tools [2], and consumer products [3], etc. In order
to further enhance the applications and performance of tactile
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sensors, the capability to detect more contact information and
the size of sensing units are two critical design considerations.
To date, tactile sensors to measure the shear and normal
contact forces have been extensively investigated [4]–[17].
Other tactile sensing devices for the detection of fingerprint
information [18], surface softness [19], surface roughness [20],
and slippage behavior [21] have also been reported. The
MEMS (micro-electro-mechanical-systems) technology adopts
the semiconductor related micromachining processes to fabricate micro sensors and actuators. Thus, MEMS is a promising
technology to reduce the size of tactile sensors. In addition,
it is possible to integrate various tactile sensing devices on a
single chip using the MEMS technology.
The MEMS tactile sensors have been extensively investigated. The MEMS force sensors with various detection mechanisms, such as the piezoelectric [4], [19], [20],
piezo-resistive [5]–[7], [18], capacitive [8]–[11], and inductive [12]–[17], have been developed for tactile sensing applications. In terms of fabrication technologies, the CMOS
process is an option to implement tactile sensors [4]–[10],
[13]–[17]. The CMOS process with the stacking of multi-layer
thin films could enable the electrical routing and the
monolithic integration of various sensors and sensing cir-
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cuits [9], [10], [22], [23]. Presently, micro inductive sensing
tactile force sensors with no fragile suspended thin film
structures are realized using the CMOS process [13]–[17].
The concerns of process yield and the damage by contact
loads can be effectively improved. Moreover, the loads to
be detected will contact the surface of the tactile sensing
chip. Thus, the damage of fragile electrical routing, such
as the wire bonding, becomes another design concern. Two
approaches such as the protection of bonding wire using
resin [7], [14], [15], [17], [18] and the adoption of flip-chip
bonding for electrical connection [10], [11], [16], have been
reported to solve this issue.
This study extends the design in [16] to present the
flip-chip bonded CMOS inductive tactile force sensor with
the loading design at the backside of the substrate. A cavity
on the backside of the silicon substrate is prepared after
the CMOS process to act as a mold for the polymer filler
as well as the housing for the chrome steel ball contact
interface [13], [14]. The polymer filler is employed as the
deformable mechanical spring and also as the encapsulation
material to fix the chrome steel ball. Thus, the external mold
employed in [7], [13]–[15], [17] for polymer encapsulation is
not required and the device size can be reduced. Moreover,
since the chrome steel ball is confined in the cavity on the
silicon substrate with encapsulated polymer, it is not easy to
be peeled off from the sensing chip [13], [14]. The CMOS
process is equipped with multi-layer thin films and this study
leverages such advantage to further monolithically integrate
other sensing devices on the chip. The integration of the
inductive tactile sensor and the thermometer is demonstrated.
The sensor performances are characterized and the influence
of temperature on sensing results will be investigated. The
sensing chip is fabricated by the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacture Company (TSMC) 0.35 μm 2P4M standard CMOS
process together with the in-house post-CMOS processes. This
study also exploits the flip-chip bonding approach to replace
the wire bonding scheme to avoid the damage of electrical
routing by tactile loads.

II. D EVICE S CHEME AND I LLUSTRATION
The schematic view of the proposed tactile sensor design
is shown in Fig. 1. As depicted in the isotropic illustration
in Fig. 1a, a cavity is defined and fabricated on the backside of a chip. By leveraging the characteristics of standard
CMOS process platform with multilayer thin films for devices
and electrical routings [22], the inductive sensing coil and
thermometer are fabricated and monolithically integrated on
the chip. Thus, the influence of ambient temperature on the
tactile sensor can be calibrated and monitored. The coil for
inductance sensing is located at the center of the CMOS
chip, and the RTD (resistive thermal detector) thermometer
is arranged nearby the sensing coil. Moreover, the symmetric
arrangement of the six pads with gold bumps are designed
to offer sufficient and balanced support on the chip during
the flip-chip bonding. The backside cavity of the CMOS chip
is designed to serve as the housing for the polymer filler
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Fig. 1.
The structure scheme of the proposed backside loading
design tactile sensor composed of the sensing coil and the integrated
thermometer on the CMOS chip, gold bumps on the pads, and the
backside silicon cavity with the encapsulated chrome steel ball contact
interface and the polymer filler, (a) backside/front-side view of the CMOS
chip, and (b) AA’ cross-section view.

and chrome steel ball. As shown in Fig. 1b, the polymer
filler and chrome steel ball inside the cavity are, respectively,
exploited as the spring and contact interface (tactile bump) for
the proposed tactile sensor. In this design, the cavity defined on
the backside of silicon substrate acts as the mold for polymer
filling, and then no additional external mold is required for
the definition of the deformable polymer [7], [13]–[15], [17].
Since the cavity could constrain the motion of the chrome steel
ball, the assembly of the chrome steel ball becomes easier.
Moreover, the cavity could also prevent the detaching of the
assembled ball by shear load [13], [14]. The cross-section
illustration in Fig. 1b also indicates the flip-chip bonding of
the proposed tactile sensor on the PCB (printed circuit board).
Note that the tactile load is applied on the chrome steel ball
contact interface at the backside of the CMOS sensing chip.
The planar magnetic coil on the surface of the CMOS chip is
employed for the inductive sensing, and the sensing signal is
transmitted through electrical routings on PCB after the flipchip bonding.
Figure 2 shows the sensing principle of the proposed tactile
sensor. As illustrated in Fig. 2a, the chrome steel ball inside the
cavity and the sensing coil on the surface of CMOS chip have
an initial gap (d0 ) and also a corresponding initial inductance
(L0 ) before applying the tactile load on the proposed sensor.
As indicated in Fig. 2b, after the tactile load is applied on
the chrome steel ball contact interface, the flexible polymer
acting as the spring will be deformed and further causes the
displacement of the rigid chrome steel ball. Thus, the gap
between the chrome steel ball and the sensing coil is changed
from d0 to d1 , and further causes the inductance change of
sensing coil (from L0 to Ls ). According to the inductance
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Fig. 2. The sensing principle of the proposed inductive tactile sensor
(cross-section of AA’ in Fig. 1), (a) the initial inductance of the sensing
coil is L0 before loading, (b) the displacement of the chrome steel ball
contact interface caused by the tactile loading will affect the magnetic
flux change on the sensing coil and detected by the inductance signal
variation (ΔL, Ls -L0 ) after loading.

change L detected by the sensing coil, the tactile load can be
determined. The finite element simulations (by using the commercial software ANSYS and Ansoft Maxwell) are performed
to verify the design concept of the proposed inductive tactile
sensor. Figure 3 depicts the typical FEM simulation results.
For the load-deflection analysis of ANSYS, the hyperelastic
model is employed in the simulation (with Mooney-Rivlin
constants C10 = 0.1 MPa and C01 = 0.0625 MPa [17]). Moreover, the deformations resulted from normal and lateral loads
are simulated by the model. Figures 3a and 3b, respectively,
present the predicted polymer deformations induced by the
pure normal and pure lateral loads. After that, the deformation
results are further substituted into the Ansoft Maxwell to
simulate the variation of inductance change with force. The
simulation results in Fig. 3c depict the variation of inductance
change with the normal force to demonstrate the concept of the
present sensor design. Moreover, simulation results in Fig. 3d
show inductance changes resulted from lateral forces. This
is due to the change of the overlapped region between coil
and chrome steel ball when applying a lateral force. However,
the results indicate the inductance change induced by pure
lateral load is much smaller than that induced by the pure
normal load. Moreover, simulation results in Fig. 3e further
presents the inductance change of the sensor when under both
lateral and normal forces. In this case, the lateral force to
cause a maximum deformation (100 μm) in Fig. 3b is used.
In comparison, the simulation results for normal loading are
also provided in the figure. Simulation results indicate, with
the influence of lateral force, the sensitivity of sensor is near
14% lower than the ideal case. Hence, the influence of lateral
force is a design concern.
III. FABRICATION AND R ESULTS
Figure 4 depicts the fabrication processes flow of the proposed backside loading design tactile sensor (as shown in the
AA’ cross-section view of Fig. 1b). As illustrated in Fig. 4a,
the standard TSMC 0.35 μm 2P4M (two polysilicon and four
metal layers) CMOS process are exploited to fabricate various
devices on the CMOS chip. In this study, the sensing coil
was implemented using metal layers and the thermometer was

Fig. 3.
FEM simulation results, (a-b) different loads VS polymer
deformation, (c-d) different loads VS inductance change of the coil, and
(e) comparison of the normal loading responses with and without lateral
loading.

realized using the polysilicon layer. After the CMOS process,
the bonding pads were exposed for signal connection whereas
the coil and thermometer were protected by the passivation
layer. As shown in Fig. 4b, the backside silicon cavity was
defined as the dispensing mold for polymer filler and the housing for the assembly of the chrome steel ball contact interface.
The typical depth of the cavity was ∼533±21 μm. Note that
after defining the cavity, the remaining substrate thickness (the
h1 indicated in Fig. 4b, in this study it was ∼117±21 μm)
needs to provide sufficient stiffness to protect the front-side
CMOS layers (total thickness ∼7.5 μm). Figures 4c-d show
the preliminary in-house flip-chip bonding processes adopted
in this study to evaluate the feasibility of the presented device.
As depicted in Fig. 4c, the gold bumps were fabricated on pads
to form the 3D structure between pads on the CMOS chip and
the PCB during the flip-chip bonding process. As shown in
Fig. 4d, the flip-chip bonding process was then carried out for
the electrical connection by using the silver paste. After curing
of the silver paste, the epoxy was exploited as the underfiller
to fill the gap between the CMOS chip and the PCB so that
the CMOS chip was fixed on the PCB. In this study, the stiff
epoxy (WK-8126H) was selected to prevent the remaining
silicon substrate (h1) and the thin front-side CMOS layers
from deformation during the tactile loading [24], [25]. After
degassing and the curing of the underfiller (with temperature
of 120 ◦ C for 2 hour), the polymer (Dow Corning SYLGARD,
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Fig. 4. Fabrication processes of the device, (a) CMOS chip prepared by
the TSMC foundry, (b) backside silicon cavity definition, (c) gold bumps
growing on the pads of the CMOS chip, (d) flip-chip bonding on the PCB
and epoxy underfilling to fix the chip, (e) 1st stage polymer dispensing and
curing to define the initial thickness, and (f) 2nd stage polymer dispensing,
placing the chrome steel ball and polymer curing.

PDMS 184) was dispensed into the silicon cavity by pneumatic
dispensing system (Nordson EFD, Ultra 2400 series) to define
the initial polymer thickness (h2 in Fig. 4e), as indicated in
Fig. 4e. This is the 1st stage polymer dispensing process, and
the thickness of h2 is ∼180±8 μm. After the curing of 1st
stage polymer (with the temperature of 120 ◦ C for 30 minutes),
the polymer was dispensed into the cavity again (the 2nd stage
polymer dispensing) and then the chrome steel ball was placed
inside the cavity, as illustrated in Fig. 4f. After the curing of
the 2nd stage polymer, the chrome steel ball was fixed inside
the cavity to complete the fabrication processes.
Figure 5 presents the typical fabrication results of the
proposed backside loading tactile sensor. Figure 5a shows the
micrograph of the CMOS chip (chip size: 2.2 mm × 2.2 mm)
fabricated by the TSMC. The sensing coil, monolithically
integrated polysilicon thermometer, and the electrical pads
are implemented by the CMOS process. In addition, the six
pads (240 μm × 240 μm for each pad) are symmetrically
arranged on the chip. The zoom-in micrograph in Fig. 5b
further displays the thermometer on the chip, the polysilicon
electrical routing of the RTD (resistive thermal detector) can
be clearly observed. The micrograph in Fig. 5c shows the
backside of the CMOS chip with the silicon cavity after
the fabrication process of Fig. 4b, and the chrome steel
ball (diameter ∼500 μm) before assembly is placed next to
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Fig. 5. Typical fabrication results of the chip, (a) top view of the CMOS
chip after the fabrication by TSMC foundry (in Fig. 4a), (b) zoom-in
caption of the polysilicon thermometer, (c) backside view of the CMOS
chip after the silicon cavity definition (in Fig. 4b), (d) bird’s eye view and
side view of the fabrication result after the definition of the pads growth on
the CMOS chip (in Fig. 4c), and (e) surface profile measurement result
of the gold bumps on the CMOS chip.

the chip. Moreover, Fig. 5d shows the micrograph of the chip
with gold bumps on each electrical pad after the fabrication
step shown in Fig. 4c. As shown in the cross-section view
of inset micrograph, the 3D structure of the gold bump can
be clearly observed. The zoom-in micrograph of the gold
bump structure is further indicated in Fig. 5e and the surface
profile of the 3D structure measured by the laser microscope
(Keyence, VK-X1000) indicates that the gold bump has the
surface height of ∼65 μm and the diameter of ∼90 μm.
As displayed in the micrograph of Fig. 6a, the CMOS chip is
placed next to the bonding pads on PCB for comparison. The
alignment marks defined on the PCB are used to align pads
on the chip and the PCB during the flip-chip bonding. The
micrograph in Fig. 6b presents the side view of the device after
the flip-chip bonding process (in Fig. 4d before underfilling
process). The cavity at the backside of the CMOS chip and the
gap between the CMOS chip and the PCB can be observed.
The planar dimension of the cavity is 800 μm × 800 μm
to provide sufficient assembly tolerance for the chrome steel
ball. Figure 6c displays the CMOS chip adhered to the
PCB after the undefilling of epoxy, as the process shown in
Fig. 4d. The micrograph in Fig. 6d depicts the final device on
PCB (the device under test) after the 2nd polymer dispensing
and the chrome steel ball assembly (as shown in Figs. 4e-f).
The cross-section view of inset micrograph in Fig. 6d could
further display the chrome steel ball fixed by the polymer
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Fig. 6. Typical fabrication results of the chip before/after flip-chip bonding
process, (a) the CMOS chip with pads and the PCB with corresponding
pads, (b) fabrication result after the flip-chip bonding process before
underfilling, (c) result after the underfilling of the epoxy (in Fig. 4d), and
(d) result after the polymer dispensing and the assembly of the chrome
steel ball contact interface (in Fig. 4f).

Fig. 7. Measurement setup of the force response of the inductive tactile
sensor.

inside the backside silicon cavity and part of the chrome steel
ball is above the substrate surface after assembly to serve as
the contact interface (tactile bump) of the tactile sensor.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS
In this section, the sensing performances of the backside
loading design tactile sensor and the monolithically integrated
thermometer would be evaluated. Moreover, the temperature
influence of the proposed tactile sensor would also characterized and discussed.

A. Sensor Performances
The measurement setup of the testing system for the tactile
sensor is displayed in Fig. 7, the DUT (the device under
test shown in Fig. 6d) is mounted on the tri-axial motor
positioning stage (Sigma Koki, Z-axis: OSMS80-20ZF-0B,
XY-axes: HST-50). The in-plane (XY-axes) positioning stage

is used to align the DUT and the commercial force gauge
(YOTEC Precision Instrument, FSH-50N). As the out-of-plane
displacement is specified by the Z-axis motor stage, the nonconductive acrylic loading probe with glass contact tip (size
of 3 mm × 3 mm with thickness of 0.5 mm) on the force gauge
will apply a tactile load on the contact interface (chrome steel
ball) of the sensor. Meanwhile, the tactile load is monitored
and recorded by the force gauge. The inductance changes
due to tactile loads are detected by the sensing coil and
then transmitted from the PCB to the LCR-meter (Agilent,
E4980A). The inset micrograph in Fig. 7 displays the loading
probe on the force gauge touching the chrome steel ball contact
interface (tactile bump) during the test.
The variation of inductance changes (in the unit of nanoHenry, nH) with tactile loads (in the unit of Newton, N) is
recorded using the setup in Fig. 7 to show the force response of
the proposed tactile sensor. Figure 8a presents the typical force
response measurement results. According to the simulation
results in Fig. 3a, the range for applied force is selected
as 0∼3 N to prevent the damage of polymer. The measurements indicate the presented tactile sensor has the sensitivity
of 1.76 nH/N within the loading range of 0-3 N, which has near
2.75-fold difference as compared with simulation results in
Fig. 3c. According to [17], the difference between simulation
and experiment results is mainly caused by the deviation of
magnetic properties of the chrome steel ball in the simulation
model. Note that the inductance change of the sensor will
saturate (defined as the turning point in [17]) as the applied
force exceeding 3.6 N, and in comparison with the turning
point predicted by FEM in Fig. 3 is 2.6 N. According to [17],
the difference between simulation and experiment is mainly
resulted from the polymer thickness deviation in the simulation
model. Moreover, the measured loading and unloading curves
in Fig. 8b further depicts the hysteresis characteristic of the
presented tactile sensor introduced by the polymer inside the
cavity. Since the presented tactile sensor has a monolithically
integrated polysilicon temperature sensor, the thermal response
of the thermometer is also characterized as shown in the setup
in Fig. 9a. Figure 9b shows the calibration curve of the RTD
thermometer on the sensing chip. It depicts the measured resistance change (in the unit of ohm) of thermometer varying with
the temperature specified by the heater (in the unit of degree
of Celsius, ◦ C). The result indicates the RTD thermometer
has the sensitivity of 1.4 ohm/◦ C and the TCR (temperature
coefficient of resistance) of 0.06 %/◦ C within the temperature
range of 25-85 ◦ C. In comparison with [26], the polysilicon
RTD has a reasonable TCR value.

B. Thermal Influence on the Tactile Sensor
The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of PDMS is
340 ppm/◦C [27], and the elastic modulus of PDMS may
also vary with the ambient temperature or the contact surface
temperature [28]. Thus, the influence of the ambient temperatures on the performances of the presented tactile sensor
has been investigated by using the testing setup in Fig. 9a.
Measurement in Fig. 10a indicates the chrome steel ball has
an out-of-plane (z-axis) displacement of 35 μm caused by
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Fig. 8. (a) Force response measurement result of the backside loading
design tactile sensor and (b) hysteresis measurement result of the sensor
between loading and unloading.

Fig. 9.
The measurement result of the integrated thermometer,
(a) measurement setup and (b) thermal response calibration result of
the thermometer.

the thermal expansion of PDMS as the temperature elevated
from 25 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C. Measurements in Fig. 10b further
show the PDMS stiffness is near the same as the temperature
elevated from 25 ◦ C to 85 ◦ C. Moreover, the force responses
under distinct temperatures are characterized. Measurements
in Fig. 11a depicts the initial inductance offset under different
heating temperatures. The results indicate the initial inductance
offset of the presented tactile sensor caused by the thermal
expansion of PDMS in Fig. 10a is near -4 % as the temperature
elevated from 25◦C to 85◦ C. In addition, measurements in
Fig. 11b further show the sensitivity of the tactile sensor is
decreased from 1.76 nH/N to 1.57 nH/N as the temperature
elevated from 25◦ C to 85◦ C. The trend agrees well with the
results in Fig. 10a. The measurement results also indicate that
the TCS (temperature coefficient of sensitivity) of the proposed
tactile sensor is -0.17 %/◦ C.
This study further establishes the test stand to investigate the
characteristics of the thermometer on sensing chip at different
contact conditions. As shown in Fig. 12, the commercial

hotplate with thermal feedback control (Linkam, TP93) is
employed to specify the temperature applied on the chrome
steel ball (contact interface) of DUT. The positioning stage
could specify a displacement on the hotplate to control the
tactile load on the chrome steel ball of DUT. Thus, the test
stand could simultaneously specify a tactile load and a temperature on the contact interface of the sensing chip. The
DUT is mounted on the force gauge to monitor the tactile
load. Finally, the inductance changes due to the tactile load
and the resistance change due to the temperature variation
are detected by the DUT. Figure 13a shows the temperature
difference T between the one specified by hotplate (Th ) and
the one measured by the thermometer (Tt ) under the loading
condition of 1 N. Note that the temperature measured by the
thermometer is extracted from the calibration curve shown in
Fig. 9b. The temperature difference T is resulted from the
low thermal conductance of the PDMS filler. Thus, the temperature difference T is increased as a higher temperature Th is
specified by the hotplate. The results indicate the temperature
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Fig. 10. Thermal influence on the device, (a) out-of-plane displacement
of the chrome steel ball under different thermal influences and (b) PDMS
stiffness variation under different thermal conditions.

of contact object measured by the present thermometer has
a decrease of T. The polymer filler with larger thermal
conductance could reduce the T deviation.
This study also characterizes the thermal response (resistance change versus time) of the thermometer at different tactile loads and contact temperatures. Measurements in Fig. 13b
show the resistance changes of the thermometer versus time
when specifying three different contact temperatures Th by
hotplate (45 ◦ C, 65 ◦ C, and 85 ◦ C) and also applying three
different tactile loads (0.01 N, 0.5 N, and 1 N) on chrome steel
ball. Note that the different loading and temperature conditions are denoted as Load_Temperature(e.g. 0.01_45 meaning
0.01 N tactile load and 45 ◦ C contact temperature Th on
chrome steel ball through the hotplate, as shown in Fig. 12).
The steady-state temperatures Tt extracted from the measured resistance changes of thermometer are also depicted
in Fig. 13b. The results indicate the temperature deviation
T for the present thermometer is influenced by the tactile
load. This is another concern for applications. This study also
normalizes the measurements in Fig. 13b with the steady-state

Fig. 11. Thermal influence to the performance of the tactile sensor,
(a) initial offset under different thermal conditions and (b) sensitivity drift
of the tactile sensor under different thermal conditions.

Fig. 12. Measurement setup of the characterization of the thermometer
on the sensing chip at different contact conditions.

resistance changes and the results are shown in Fig. 13c. The
normalized curves depict the thermal response time (τ90 ) of
the present thermometer is 41±3 s under different loading
and temperature conditions. The polymer filler with larger
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V. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 13. Measurement results of the thermometer under different contact
conditions, (a) temperature calibration result (under 1 N loading) of the
hotplate and the thermometer on the sensing chip, (b) thermal response
measurement results at different tactile loads and contact temperatures,
and (c) normalized measurement results at different tactile loads and
contact temperatures (from Fig. 13b).
TABLE I
T HE S PECIFICATIONS OF THE P ROPOSED D EVICE

In this study, the inductive tactile sensor with monolithic
integration of the thermometer is designed and implemented
by the TSMC 0.35 μm 2P4M CMOS process and the in-house
post CMOS process. A chrome steel ball is assembled in
the cavity fabricated at the backside of the silicon substrate
by using the polymer filler. The design could reduce the
chip height, and also avoid the peel off of the chrome steel
ball. Moreover, by leveraging the flip-chip bonding process,
the tactile load could apply on the chrome steel ball. Thus,
the sensing signals are transmitted through the electrical routings on PCB, and the breakage of bonding wires by the tactile
load can be avoided. The CMOS process with the stacking
of multilayer thin films enables the monolithic integration of
the inductive sensing coil and the RTD thermometer. Hence,
the tactile load and the temperature of the contact object can be
simultaneously detected. The sensing performances such as the
force response of the inductive tactile sensor and temperature
sensing of the integrated thermometer are characterized. The
influences of the ambient temperature to the tactile sensor
including signal initial offset and sensitivity drift are also
investigated. The results indicate the initial deformation of the
contact interface caused by the thermal expansion of polymer
with ambient temperatures is a design concern. Since the
polymer filler has been extensively employed in tactile sensors,
more detailed investigations on polymer mechanical properties
(e.g. viscoelastic phenomenon) are required. It is useful to
characterize the response time and the dynamic loading of the
presented polymer-based tactile sensor for broad applications.
In addition, the thermal responses of the thermometer under
distinct contact conditions are measured and discussed. Table I
summarizes the specifications of the presented device. Note
that the polymer filler with higher thermal conductance can
enhance the thermal response time and reduce the temperature
deviation between the contact object and the thermometer. For
future practical application, the plastic cap adopted in [29]
can be added to the fabricated chip through packaging or
assembly to constrain the lateral motion of steel ball to reduce
the influence of lateral load.
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